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INTRODUCTION

Vanessa Van Dyke’s hair is a “distraction”—school officials said when they threatened to expel her for wearing her naturally curly afro. At only ten years old, Van Dyke was marginalized for wearing her natural hair. She did not want to cut her hair because, like many African American women, her hair is part of her identity—“It says I’m unique . . . . First of all, it’s puffy and I like it that way. I know people will tease me about it because it’s not straight. I don’t want to fit in.” Van Dyke was suspended because her hair violated Orlando Faith Academy’s policy: “hair must be a natural color and must not be a distraction.” The policy cites mohawks, shaved designs, and rat tails.
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tails as examples of “distractions.” However, unlike the examples provided in the school’s policy that involve altering one’s hair, Van Dyke’s hair remained its natural texture. Although Van Dyke was eventually allowed to return to the academy, she was almost deprived of her elementary education simply because she chose to embrace her natural hair.

Van Dyke and many others have chosen to wear their natural hair and subsequently lost educational or other opportunities. For example, in 2006, activist Marc Lamont Hill reported that the Baltimore Police Department proposed implementing a policy banning “extreme or fad hairstyles” including “cornrows, mohawks, dreadlocks, and twists.” Hill claimed that this policy criminalizes African American hairstyles since the department allegedly started the policy because “the police were blending in with the criminals.”

These hair policies are not limited to predominately white institutions; they are common in African American organizations as well. In 2001, Hampton University—a historically African American university—stopped males in their five-year Masters of Business

---
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7 See Desire Thompson, Texas Mom Says Daughter Was Kicked off Cheerleading Squad for Refusing to Straighten Curly Hair, NEWSONE (Nov. 9, 2015), http://newsone.com/3245416/daughter-kicked-off-cheerleading-squad-for-curl-y-hair/ (a biracial student was kicked off the cheerleading team for refusing to straighten her curly hair because the chemicals would damage her hair).
9 Id.
Administration program from wearing dreadlocks and cornrows.\textsuperscript{10} The school claimed that the hair policy was implemented to ensure that their students “[got] into the job.”\textsuperscript{11} In its statement, the university implied that students who wear their natural hair are less likely to gain employment, versus students wearing more traditional hairstyles.\textsuperscript{12}

As Van Dyke’s, the Baltimore Police Department’s, and Hampton’s stories exemplify potential negative impacts African Americans face when they chose to embrace natural hairstyles. Popular culture’s recent acceptance of natural African American hair makes the issues of hair politics and policies particularly relevant for consideration.\textsuperscript{13} Though these policies are often facially neutral and not intended to have discriminatory effects, they can adversely affect African American employees.\textsuperscript{14}

These discriminatory policies are likely the result of an unconscious bias against stereotypical African American appearances. Employers should solicit input from minorities while drafting grooming policies to decrease the likelihood of lawsuits and


\textsuperscript{11} Id.
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\textsuperscript{14} See Andrew L. Rodman, \textit{Dreaded Ultimatum: Cut Your Hair Or Get Out Of Here!}, 28 No. 8 FLA. EMP. L. LETTER 1 (2016) (urging employers to proceed with caution when drafting grooming policies that may have an adverse effect on African American employees).
improve employee satisfaction. This change would allow the employer to maintain their ability to regulate aspects of the employee’s appearance without requiring their employees to change something that is culturally significant. However, since there are often few African Americans within the corporation or the firm drafting these policies, employers may have to use outside consultants or increase diversity recruiting efforts to implement this solution.

This note explores the possible motivations behind these grooming policies and their effect on African Americans in the workplace. It also explores possible legal arguments that could invalidate such policies under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII). 15

Part I examines the history of African American natural hair and its continued significance as a racial identifier. Part I also surveys significant Title VII case law on hair discrimination and the connection between hair policies and implicit basis. Part II illuminates the disconnect between Title VII’s failure to recognize hair discrimination as race discrimination and the historical significance of hair as a racial identifier. Part II then examines how facially neutral hair policies are part of a larger shift from explicit race discrimination to policies that are informed by stereotypes and implicit bias.

Part III sets forth a proposal: that instead of focusing on the Title VII litigation, employers should collaborate with minority decision makers to redesign grooming policies that allow regulation of employee appearance using objective criteria instead of a subjective standard that leaves room for implicit bias.

I. HISTORY

A. Importance of Hair as a Signifier of Race

As early as the 1940s and 1950s, Americans used straight hair and light skin as a form of “symbolic capital,” providing better opportunities for lighter skinned African Americans. For example, during this time, some churches discriminated based on the texture of one’s hair with the comb test. If an individual’s hair “was too nappy and it snagged in the comb,” he or she was not allowed to enter the church. Therefore, naturally straight or chemically straightened hair was required to be part of these community organizations.

At the same time, African Americans were inundated with images and advertisements glorifying straightened hair and encouraging them to reject naturally curly hair. From 1948 to 1953, hair-straightening products made up ten to eleven percent of the total advertising in *Ebony* magazine. These advertisements associated
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20 See Cheryl Thompson, *Black Women and Identity: What’s Hair Got to Do With It?*, UNIV. OF MICH. FEMINIST STUD. (Fall 2008–2009), https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?cc=mfsfront;c=mfs;c=mfsfront;idno=ark5583.0022.105;rgn=main;view=text;xc=1;g=mfs (arguing “that women in large part see no option but to alter their hair because of the images we are inundated with of women whose hair is very long, silky, flowing . . .”).
straight hair with romance and beauty, and images encouraged straightening hair, “reinforc[ing] a negative portrayal” of natural hair.

While society regularly rejected African-American hair from 1940s to the 1960s, natural hair and afros experienced a sharp rise in popularity during the “Black is Beautiful” movement of the late 1960s. Fueled by the growing civil rights movement and popularity of Rhythm and Blues music, the “Black is Beautiful” movement rejected practices of white emulation, such as skin whitening creams and hair straightening products. During the civil rights movement, Malcolm X criticized those who straightened their hair, stating “[w]e have been a people who hated our African characteristics.” Other civil rights leaders believed that wearing natural hair was the “most obvious sign” that fellow African Americans supported the civil rights movement. In response, more African Americans began wearing afros, and Vogue magazine even featured Charlene Dash in response.

Studies Department) (citing generally EBONY MAGAZINE, 1946–53) (describing a study the author compiled of the Stanford University Ebony Archives).

See, e.g., Snow White Advertisement, EBONY, Apr. 1948, at 1 (referring to straightened hair as “lustrous,” “beautiful,” and promising that it would “delight your man tonight”).


Id. at 64–65, 72.

Id. at 64–66.

Id. at 71.

Id. at 70.
wearing an afro in a two page spread. Similarly, in June of 1966, *Ebony* released a cover of a model with an afro titled “The Natural Look: New Mode for the Negro Woman.” Although the “Black is Beautiful” movement seemed to mark the shift towards popular acceptance of natural hair, for many reasons some African Americans continued to straighten their hair. Many thought that “American success” was gained through ascribing to European ideology.


33 *Id.* at 40–41. See also Catherine Saint Louis, *Black Hair, Still Tangled in Politics*, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 26, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/27/fashion/27SKIN.html?_r=0 (explaining that many African American women choose to straighten their hair in order “to be more acceptable to certain relatives, as well as to the white establishment”).
The acceptance of natural African American hair in the 1960s and 1970s remained unparalleled until the “Natural Hair Movement” of the late 2000s. Between 2008 and 2013, sales of relaxers and chemical straighteners declined twenty-six percent, while sales of styling products for naturally curly hair care like moisturizers, setting lotions, curl creams, and pomades increased. These statistics demonstrate that it is becoming more common for African American women to wear natural styles to protect their hair from the damage that is caused by constant heat or chemical styling.

34 See Kerisha Harris, Natural Hair: It’s More Than a Hashtag, FUSION (Nov. 9, 2015), http://fusion.net/story/4717/natural-hair-its-more-than-a-hashtag/ (“But as millennial women have come of age, a paradigm shift has taken place. More than ever, black and brown ladies[,] . . . who have everything from wavy to curly to kinky, have chosen to abandon the chemicals, [and] love the hair they were born with . . . .”); see also Cipriana Quann, Ebony: Since When Isn’t Natural Hair for Everyone, URBAN BUSH BABES (Aug. 1, 2015), http://urbanbushbabes.com/ebony-since-when-isnt-natural-hair-for-everyone/ (“Over the past five years, the natural hair revolution has become an incredible movement. We’ve come together as a community, sharing style tips and product advice as well as other interchangeable ideas and perceptions about our natural roots.”). See generally Cherise Luter, The History of Natural Black Hair, Plus How 2014’s Afro Has a Whole New Meaning, BUSTLE (June 20, 2014), https://www.bustle.com/articles/27404-the-history-of-natural-black-hair-plus-how-2014s-afro-has-a-whole-new-meaning.


salon owner in Maryland, “[wanted] young women to understand that they can be beautiful without the wigs, without the weaves, without the extensions.”37 This newly formed natural hair acceptance is further shown through mainstream media’s increased acceptance of natural beauty.38

Unlike the idea of beauty promulgated by *Ebony* magazine in the 1940s and 1950s, more African American women are finding beauty in their natural hair texture. Famous African American women like Viola Davis, Lupita N’yongo, and Tracee Ellis Ross, all of whom wear their hair naturally, reinforce this acceptance in mainstream media.39

37 Binkovitz, *supra* note 36.

38 See Kadasya Roberts, *The Rise of Natural Hair in Media Advertising*, KLASSY KINKS (Mar. 23, 2015), http://klassykinks.com/rise-natural-hair-media-advertising/ (commenting on the rise of natural hair in advertising and providing examples of these advertisements across various types of media); see also #LoveYourCurls: Dove Gives the Emoji Keyboard a Curly Hair Makeover, VIBE (Nov. 6, 2015), http://www.vibe.com/2015/11/dove-love-your-curls-emojis-gif/ (“Dove Hair is committed to redefining traditional standards of beauty and ensuring women and girls see accurate reflections of themselves in the world around them, including, and especially, in digital and social media . . . .”).

39 See Rachel McRady, Lupita Nyong’o Shows Off Longer, Curly Hair at Disney’s D23 Expo: Pics, US WEEKLY (Aug. 16, 2015, 2:19 PM), http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-beauty/news/lupita-nyongo-longer-curly-hair-disney-d23-expo-pics-2015168#ixzz3oTcJIWpq; see Francesca Ramsey, Her Character Was Only Supposed to Remove Her Makeup Before Bed. Then Viola Davis Made It Real, UPWORTHY (Nov. 6, 2014), http://www.upworthy.com/her-character-was-only-supposed-to-remove-her-makeup-before-bed-then-viola-davis-made-it-real (discussing how important it was for Viola Davis to take her wig off on her hit series *How to Get Away with Murder* and show her natural afro to women “of color [that] proudly rock[] [their] natural hair”); see also Nicole Marie Melton, Tracee Ellis Ross Shares Hair Secrets, Weighs in on the Natural Hair Debate, ESSENCE (Aug. 29, 2012), http://www.essence.com/2012/08/29/tracee-ellis-ross-shares-hair-
Despite the increase in sale of natural products and the growth of natural salons, society has not readily accepted African American natural hair in all sectors. Particularly in the employment context, many businesses have grooming policies banning hairstyles—such as afros, cornrows, twists, and dreadlocks—commonly worn by African Americans. In response to these policies, some employees brought suits under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Title VII expressly prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, sex, color, and religion. The “basic purpose of Title VII is to prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of race
or color. Courts have limited these prohibitions “to ‘immutable characteristics,’ such as skin color, as opposed to those characteristics that, even though mutable, are associated with one’s race, national origin or color.”

In order to establish the prima facie case of racial discrimination, the plaintiff must prove:

(i) that he belongs to a racial minority; (ii) that he applied and was qualified for a job for which the employer was seeking applicants; (iii) that, despite his qualifications, he was rejected; and (iv) that, after his rejection, the position remained open and the employer continued to seek applicants from persons of complainant's qualifications.

After the employee has established the prima facie case of discrimination, the burden shifts to the employer “to articulate some legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the employee’s rejection.” The employee can then rebut the articulated “legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason” by proving that the employer’s reason is pretextual.

Under Title VII, plaintiffs can also prove racial discrimination under the disparate impact theory. Under the disparate impact theory, an employer’s intent to discriminate is irrelevant if the employer maintains procedures “that operate as ‘built-in headwinds’ for minority groups and are unrelated to measuring job capability.”

---
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show: (1) an identifiable, facially-neutral personnel policy or practice; (2) a disparate effect on members of a protected class; and (3) a causal connection between the two.” 49 An employment practice that has a “substantial adverse impact against a protected group must be justified by business necessity.” 50 Substantial adverse impact is a higher standard and requires the employee to measure their success rate against a majority group. 51 However, many plaintiffs struggle to find sufficiently comparable coworkers because the comparator group may not be “similarly situated in [all] material aspects.” 52 After the employee proves a substantial adverse impact, the burden of proof shifts back to the employer to justify that the procedure was a business necessity. 53

Some of the litigated cases show that employees often lose because they are unable to establish a prima facie case, even though

50 MARION G. CRAIN, PAULINE T. KIM & MICHAEL SELMI, WORK LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 624 (3d ed. 2015). See Franklin v. Local 2 of Sheet Metal Worker Int’l Ass’n, 565 F.3d 508, 519 (8th Cir. 2009) (holding that a union referral policy did not have a disparate impact on African American workers).
51 29 CFR § 1607.4(D). See Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 994 (1998) (a “plaintiff’s burden in establishing a prima facie case goes beyond the need to show that there are statistical disparities in the employer’s work force”).
52 Suzanne B. Goldberg, Discrimination by Comparison, 120 YALE L.J. 728, 753–54 (2011) (citing Perkins v. Brigham & Women’s Hosp., 78 F.3d 747, 751 (1st Cir. 1996)). See, e.g., Barbara Flagg, Fashioning a Title VII Remedy for Transparently White Subjective Decisionmaking, 104 YALE L.J. 2009, 2025 (1995) (providing an example of a plaintiff whose prima facie case would be impeded because her workplace is small and may not have an adequate comparator).
53 See NAACP v. N. Hudson Reg’l Fire & Rescue, 742 F. Supp. 2d 501, 523 (D.N.J. 2010) (holding that a residency requirement aiming to increase the number of firefighters living nearby had a disparate impact on African American firefighters and was not a business necessity required to perform employees’ duties).
the framework exists for African Americans to bring suit for discrimination based on grooming policies.\textsuperscript{54} Some courts emphasize that certain hairstyles are not immutable characteristics of race and are not protected under Title VII, even if that hairstyle is typically associated with race.\textsuperscript{55} These courts are “less inclined to believe that hairstyles, language choices, and other characteristics that distinguish ethnic groups from White culture stem from rights worth protecting.”\textsuperscript{56}

As early as 1981, African Americans brought Title VII claims against facially neutral grooming policies. In Rogers v. American Airlines Inc., an African American female employee claimed that American Airlines discriminated against her through its policy

\textsuperscript{54} See Eatman v. UPS, 194 F. Supp. 2d 256, 262–63 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (The court expressed doubt that Eatman was fired under circumstances giving rise to an inference of racial discrimination and found that the claimant “produced no such “smoking gun” or “thick cloud of smoke” indicating that he was fired because of his race.”); see also McManus v. MCI Commc’n Corp., 748 A.2d 949, 954, 959–60 (D.C. 2000) (holding that an African American woman who came to work with “dreadlocks, braids, twists, and cornrows” failed to meet the prima facie case).

\textsuperscript{55} Greene, supra note 44, at 1361. Cf. Bradley v. Pizzaco of Nebraska Inc., 926 F.2d 714, 715 (8th Cir. 1991) (holding that a policy prohibiting beards was discriminatory because African American males suffer from a condition known as pseudofolliculitis barbae more frequently than white males and could not shave every day without irritation). See Pitts v. Wild Adventures, Inc., No. 7:06-CV-62-HL, 2008 WL 1899306, at *6 (M.D. Ga. Apr. 25, 2008) (holding that a policy that prohibits dreadlocks, cornrows, and beaded hairstyles was not discriminatory because hairstyle is not an immutable characteristic of race); see also Thomas v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 392 F. Supp. 373, 374–75 (N.D. Tex. 1975) (holding that a policy that dictates the line of an employee’s side burns does not violate Title VII because side burns are a mutable characteristic).

banning cornrow braids. In its decision, the court emphasized that both African Americans and white people wore cornrows. The court ultimately held that Rogers did not have a valid Title VII claim because the policy “does not regulate on the basis of any immutable characteristic of the employees involved.” Here, Rogers did “not allege that an all-braided hair style is worn exclusively or even predominantly by black people.” However, the court did not foreclose the idea that a policy banning certain African American hairstyles could be a form of Title VII discrimination. The court wrote that an “employer’s policy prohibiting the ‘Afro/bush’ style might offend Title VII . . . because banning a natural hairstyle would implicate the policies underlying the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of immutable characteristics.”

In Eatman v. United Postal Service, over twenty years later, Charles Eatman brought an action against the United Parcel Service (UPS) because its grooming policy “single[d] out African[ ]Americans on the basis of a characteristic—locked hair—that is unique to African[ ]Americans.” Pursuant to its collective bargaining agreement, UPS maintained a grooming policy that

57 Rogers, 527 F. Supp. at 231.
58 Id.
59 Id. at 232.
60 Id. at 231.
61 Id. at 232.
62 Id.
63 Id.
65 Eatman was a unionized employee and this policy was the result of a collective bargaining agreement. Eatman, 194 F. Supp at 259. Under the National Labor Standards Act, collective bargaining is action “by an employer with some or all of his employees about matters in his business which concern them as employees and the recognition by him of their chosen labor union as the agency of such bargaining are proper objects of concerted action by his employees.” RESTATEMENT (FIRST) OF TORTS § 785
required male drivers to wear “businesslike” hair. The local labor relations manager responsible for interpreting the guidelines decided whether hairstyles were “businesslike” by using his “common sense.” Employees without “businesslike” hair were required to wear a hat while driving. From January 1999 to 2002, seventeen African American drivers were required to wear hats in order to cover their “unconventional” hairstyles, which included ‘dreadlocks,’ ‘braids,’ ‘corn rolls,’ a “‘dew rag,’” and a ‘ponytail.’

Eatman began working for UPS in 1989, but did not start dreading his hair until 1995. In 1996, he was told that his locks were not “businesslike” and the company policy required all the employees with locked hair to wear a hat. The hat was very uncomfortable for him to wear and eventually Eatman told his manager that he thought the hat policy was discriminatory. He was reprimanded for failing to follow the hat policy. Eatman also alleged that UPS managers harassed him about his dreadlocks: one manager told him to “‘leave the extracurricular drugs alone,’” while another manager compared his hair to “shit.” Eatman was suspended and later terminated. The court held that violating the appearance guidelines was “certainly a ‘legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason’ for that adverse employment action.” Neither the discriminatory comments nor the appearance policy was enough for Eatman to establish the prima facie case because dreadlocked hair was not a quality that was unique to
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(1939).

67 *Id.*
68 *Id.*
69 *Id.*
70 *Id.* at 260.
71 *Id.*
72 *Id.*
73 *Id.*
74 *Id.* at 261, 264.
75 *Id.* at 261.
76 *Id.* at 264.
African Americans. More recently, in *Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Catastrophe Mgmt.*, Chastity Jones brought a Title VII employment discrimination claim against her employer, Catastrophe Management (CMS). Jones took issue with CMS’s policy that prohibited employees from wearing dreadlocks. CMS offered Jones employment with condition that Jones remove her dreadlocks. CMS withdrew the offer when Jones refused. The court held that the grooming policy did not violate Title VII because dreadlocks are not an immutable characteristic of race, sex, color or national origin. The court reasoned that, “[a] hairstyle, even one more closely associated with a particular ethnic group, is a mutable characteristic.”

C. Policies Informed by Unconscious Bias

Unlike policies stemming from intent-based racism, like the comb test and Jim Crow laws, unconscious bias is a form of prejudice
without intent. Overall, modern discrimination has shifted from racism “characterized by open bigotry and an emphasis on pre-Civil War beliefs about [African Americans]” to more “subtle” and “indirect” discriminatory acts. Therefore, even as open bigotry began to fade, unconscious bias and stereotyping remained embedded in American society. Stereotypes often inform an individual’s implicit bias against a group of people. Implicit biases are “the


88 Lee, supra note 87, at 483. “A social stereotype is a mental association between a social group or category and a trait. The association may reflect a statistical reality, but it need not. If the association does reflect a statistical reality, members of the group will be more likely to display the trait than will members of other groups.” Anthony G. Greenwald & Linda Hamilton Krieger, Implicit Bias: Scientific Foundations, 94 CALIF. L. REV. 945, 947 (July, 2006). See also Marianne Bertrand & Sendhil Mullainathan, Are Emily and Greg More Employable than Lakisha and Jamal? A Field Experiment on Labor Market Discrimination, 94 AM. ECON. REV. 991, 991–92 (2004) (illustrating that discriminating against candidates with “African-American-sounding” names is a form of racial stereotyping).

attitudes or stereotypes that affect our understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner." This form of bias is extremely problematic because “[it] can produce behavior that diverges from a person’s avowed or endorsed beliefs or principles.”

For example, Professor Nilanjana Dasgupta and her colleagues found that participants in their implicit bias study showed a preference for whites over African Americans despite expressing an indifference towards an individual’s race.

Courts have recognized that some adverse actions taken against protected employees based on implicit bias are protected under Title VII. In finding that implicit bias is a form of discrimination proscribed under Title VII, the First Circuit wrote, “[t]he ultimate question is whether the employee has been treated disparately ‘because of race.’ This is so regardless of whether the employer


91 Greenwald, supra note 88, at 951.

92 See Nalinjana Dasgupta et al., Automatic Preference for White Americans: Eliminating the Familiarity Explanation, 36 J. EXPERIMENTAL SOC. PSYCHOL. 316, 318–21 (2000) (data was collected using Professor Banji’s IAT).

93 See Kimble v. Wis. Dep’t of Workforce Dev., 690 F. Supp. 2d 765, 778 (E.D. Wis. 2010) (holding that discriminating against an African American supervisor based on race and sex was a violation of Title VII even if it was the result of implicit bias); see also Christopher Cerullo, Note, Everyone’s a Little Bit Racist? Reconciling Implicit Bias and Title VII, 82 FORDHAM L. REV. 127, 150–54 (Oct. 2013) (providing an overview of the federal courts’ treatment of implicit bias in Title VII cases).
consciously intended to base the evaluations on race, or simply did so because of unthinking stereotypes or bias.”

Thus, “a process infected by this subtle bias is no more permissible [under Title VII] than a decision influenced by conscious racism or sexism.” With a greater number of non-minorities in Decision-making positions, it seems more likely that this type of implicit bias will inadvertently happen.

D. The Lack of Minorities in Decision-making Positions

Since white decision makers largely control the corporate world, “whites hold a disproportionate share of business ownership and decisionmaking [sic] power within corporate structures.” In fact, in 2014, minority-owned businesses only accounted for 17.5 percent of businesses in operation, despite making up more than 38 percent of the total population. There are even less African Americans in upper management. As of 2016, there were only five African American CEOs at Fortune 500 companies and only one African

---

94 Thomas v. Eastman Kodak Co., 183 F.3d 38, 58 (1st Cir. 1999). See also Melissa Hart, Subjective Decisionmaking and Unconscious Discrimination, 56 Ala. L. Rev. 741, 771 (“The court thus explicitly recognized that in a subjective evaluation system, there is a risk that evaluations will be based on unconscious discriminatory attitudes . . . .”).

95 Hart, supra note 94, at 771.

96 Flagg, supra note 52, at 2036.

American woman. As of 2012, only 13.9 percent of the African American federal employees reported having a supervisory role in the workplace, compared to 22.3 percent of white federal employees.

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) argues that the lack of minorities in decision-making roles can be directly attributable to unconscious bias. "African Americans are not considered, groomed, or selected for high level positions because of the stereotypical view (or unconscious bias) that those positions are considered nontraditional for African Americans." Accordingly, many employment policy decisions are made without an African American’s input. As a result, many purportedly race-neutral policies, such as grooming policies, are made by groups of individuals to whom “racial identity is not a central life experience.”

Many corporations acknowledge the lack of minorities in the workplace and making efforts to diversify using various initiatives, including diversity training, networking, and mentoring programs. Some companies have even sought assistance from diversity consultants. For example, UPS, the company that Eatman sued

100 Id. at 2.
101 Id. at 3.
102 Flagg, supra note 52, at 2035.
105 As early as the 1990s companies have used diversity consultants who “specialize[] in fostering and managing diversity in the work place.” Lena
under Title VII, maintains many diversity and inclusion programs, such as Business Resource Groups\textsuperscript{106} (BRGs).\textsuperscript{107} Through BRGs, minority groups refine skill development and gain networking opportunities.\textsuperscript{108} However, a study published by the Oxford University Press shows that diversity training and diversity performance evaluations are less effective than “innovations designed to engage managers in promoting workforce integration—[through] mentoring programs, diversity taskforces, and full-time diversity


\textsuperscript{106} See Bersin by Deloitte, DELLOITTE, http://www.bersin.com/Lexicon/Details.aspx?id=17368 (last visited Apr. 4, 2016) (“‘Business resource groups’” (BRGs) have long been a staple of diversity and inclusion efforts within organizations. These groups have ranged from informal forums to connect colleagues from similar backgrounds to formalized and company-sponsored groups specifically focused on helping to advance business and talent strategies with a diversity focus.”).

\textsuperscript{107} Diversity & Inclusion, UPS, http://sustainability.ups.com/committed-to-more/diversity-and-inclusion/ (last visited Nov. 11, 2015) (in 2012, UPS expanded its diversity initiatives to cover “African American; Asian American; Hispanic/Latino; Focus on Abilities; [and] Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies (LGBT)”)

\textsuperscript{108} Id.
Without more minorities in management positions, companies lack minority input in these key employment policies. Though current Title VII litigation and case law indicates that African American hairstyles and hair textures are not immutable characteristics of race, African American history shows that hairstyle and texture are important signifiers of status and racial identity.

II. ANALYSIS

The protected category of race should consider employer discrimination based on natural hair and hairstyle to be related, given the rich history of discrimination tied to African American hair. Straighter hairstyles and lighter skin have historically given African Americans access to elite social clubs and spaces. Accordingly, African Americans have embraced natural hairstyles as a way to combat these beauty norms. It is not a coincidence that the rejections of chemically straightened hair and African American acceptance of natural hair textures coincide with major civil rights movements of the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, the use of African American hair during the Civil Rights Movement provides evidence of its interconnectedness to racial identity.

Furthermore, although the courts in *Rogers, Eatman*, and *EEOC v. Catastrophe Mgmt.* determined that hairstyle and hair were mutable characteristics of race, under the current judicial definition of

---

110 See Greene, *supra* note 44, at 1364, 1371.
113 See *supra* note 34 and accompanying text.
“mutable,” hairstyle and hair texture are also immutable. Many African Americans must use harsh chemicals and high degrees of heat to change their hair from curly and thick to straight. Sometimes these methods can damage and irritation the scalp. If making the “mutable” change to straighten one’s hair causes severe skin and scalp damage, it may be immutable even though there are avenues to make these changes. Braided hairstyles and dreadlocks can be considered attempts to look professional without damaging African Americans’ hair and skin. However, courts and employers have been skeptical of this line of argument, citing many policies that also ban certain hair colors and hair cuts like mohawks.

Even though Rogers was one of the earliest cases to determine that braided African American hairstyles were not immutable characteristics of race, the court did state that “an employer’s policy prohibiting the ‘Afro/bush’ hairstyle might offend Title VII.” Thus, to some degree, courts recognize the historical significance of African American hair texture to racial identity. However, the Southern District of New York limits the wide array of hairstyles and textures worn by African Americans only to an “Afro/bush” hairstyle without including braided styles and dreadlock styles.

The court in Eatman also determined that dreadlocks were not an immutable characteristic if it was an “[a]fro/bush” hairstyle and not dreadlocks. The court in Rogers v. American Airlines determined that hair could be an immutable characteristic if it was an “[a]fro/bush” hairstyle and not dreadlocks. Rogers, 527 F. Supp. at 232.

See Turner, supra note 56, at 126 n.58; infra note 119 and accompanying text.

See supra note 36 and accompanying text.
See supra note 36 and accompanying text.
Mutable characteristics are “traits that are within [the employees’] control” and immutable characteristics are “outside of the employee’s control.” Turner supra note 56, at 126 n.58.
Rogers, 527 F. Supp. at 232.
Id.
immutable characteristic of race, despite evidence that Eatman’s coworkers said many offensive comments about his dreadlocks that reinforced many racial stereotypes.\footnote{123} Similar to the court in \emph{Rogers}, the court in \emph{Eatman} viewed dreadlocks as a style choice, like choosing to wear a ponytail or choosing to dye one’s hair a different color.\footnote{124} Yet, the court did not look at dreadlocks in the full racial context and failed to consider dreadlocks’ association and connotation with African American stereotypes. For example, the managers told Eatman that his hair looked like “shit” and associated his dreadlocks with the use of drugs.\footnote{125} Although dreadlocks are not a hairstyle solely worn by African Americans, this hairstyle may be associated with negative stereotypes of African Americans as drug dealers.\footnote{126} Instead of simply evaluating whether something is an immutable characteristic based on the current precedent, hairstyles should be evaluated considering social context and association with race.

While employers should have broad freedom to decide how to run their businesses, the wide latitude employers are given to define “businesslike” leaves room for decisions informed by implicit bias against African Americans. The outcomes in \emph{Eatman} and \emph{Catastrophe Mgmt. Sols.} hinge upon whether dreadlocks are “businesslike” within the terms of the policy.\footnote{127} Eatman’s local labor relations manager was solely responsible for defining “businesslike” using his “common sense”,\footnote{128} there is no evidence that he incorporated any objective standards into his analysis.\footnote{129} Without more objective criteria including well-defined standards such as
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combed, clean, or a requirement for hair length, the subjective policy allows the employer’s implicit biases to negatively influence the “businesslike” standard.

Even a manager with no ill will towards African Americans could be informed by negative images of African Americans because implicit bias can “produce behavior that diverges from a person’s avowed or endorsed beliefs or principles.” For example, a manager could be influenced by negative portrayal of African Americans with natural hairstyles on television or other media influences. While there has been a significant influx of positive images of African Americans wearing natural hairstyles in the media, there are still many negative images that can inform society’s opinions. Since white Americans hold a disproportionate share of the decision-making power within the corporate structure, it is likely that African Americans will not determine the definition of “businesslike.”

III. PROPOSAL

Few Title VII actions against employers’ facially neutral grooming policies are successful; a more effective way to remedy these disputes is to remedy the policies. In addition to low success rates, courts in Title VII litigation fail to grasp the disconnect between the importance of African American hairstyles throughout history and its mutable characteristics. However, an employer could lessen the discriminatory effect of grooming policies by including more diverse input when creating objective grooming guidelines—reducing the need for litigation altogether.
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For a short-term solution, companies with potentially discriminatory grooming policies could consult diversity experts to design an effective policy that prevents discrimination based on features that are fundamental to race.\textsuperscript{136} For a long-term solution, companies could increase the diversity of both lateral and new hires to ensure that a diverse group of people designs grooming policies.

By consulting diversity experts to design the policies and by hiring a more diverse group of employees, the employer will reap three main benefits. First, designing a more objective grooming policy will reduce Title VII lawsuits because the employer will have a concrete, objective standard as a defense. Second, there will be more minority perspectives solving a larger problem for the company: the lack of diversity in the workplace. Third, having a diverse group of people in the workplace will allow employees that do not engage regularly with African Americans and other minorities to have a more well-rounded view of African Americans, rather than relying on their implicit bias informed by images and stereotypes in the media.\textsuperscript{137}

Companies could hire diversity consultants to help draft an employer’s grooming policies to fix the current state of facially neutral policies in the same manner that they employ consultants or financial advisors when making other potentially risky business decisions.\textsuperscript{138} While small businesses may have fewer resources than large corporate employers, it may be useful to put forth resources for these consultants to prevent costly litigation. Ideally, a diversity consultant would provide perspective on the reception of grooming policies by African American employees and help design objective criteria to fit the employer’s need. While the ideal, more permanent situation is to increase the number of minorities in upper management, hiring a consultant could provide a quick remedy to
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prevent litigation.\textsuperscript{139}

Hiring more diverse entry-level employees, increasing diversity programs, and fostering a work environment that is conducive to promoting diverse candidates to upper management is a better long-term solution to discriminatory policies for two reasons. First, instead of hiring outside consultants, the employer will be able to build a task force of its own diverse employees to problem solve the policy and think about its impact on employees of color. As permanent employees, the diverse individuals will be constantly available to answer questions about the policies and help shape the direction of future company policies. Second, changing the face of the corporate work environment will allow the white management to engage with people of different backgrounds and races and hopefully negate some negative perceptions and implicit biases. Since African Americans are often not promoted to high level positions due to “unconscious bias”,\textsuperscript{140} employers must take extra steps to remedy these issues through concrete diversity initiatives. Programs already exist in major corporations and companies to increase their ethnic diversity.\textsuperscript{141}

However, the goal should extend beyond getting African Americans into entry-level positions. The real solution should create a path for minority access to positions that affect the policy and decision making of the employer. With more African Americans in policy and decision-making positions shaping these policies, there will be more vetting of these grooming policies with members of the community and the addition of some objective standards. Therefore, there would be less reason for African American employees to bring suits against these subjective and arguably discriminatory policies.

The larger problem with the stagnant Title VII litigation and these
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facially neutral subjective grooming policies is that they stand in the way of the goal of workplace diversity that many companies claim to desire. The difficulty is that many employers claim to want diverse candidates, but then ask African Americans to bring diversity while also assimilating to the white hegemonic appearance norms of the workplace. If these conflicting requests continue, it may create an environment where African American employees feel as though they cannot be true to their racially identities and subsequently fail to contribute the diversity of the opinion the employer truly desires.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiffs are often unable to establish successful Title VII cases against discriminatory grooming policies because the courts have found that hairstyle and sometimes hair texture are mutable characteristics. The history portion of the note discussed importance of race as a cultural signifier by showing examples times hair was used to exclude African Americans from certain spaces. Within the African-American community, hair texture and hairstyle had major roles within civil rights movements, acted as a barrier to entry in social organizations, and were the subject of controversial beauty advertisements. Yet, hair texture and styles are still not seen as immutable characteristics of race for purposes of a Title VII analysis.

Because hair texture is not an immutable characteristic of race under Title VII, company grooming standards requiring “businesslike” hair and banning dreadlocks are not legally discriminatory. Despite the stagnant Title VII progress on grooming standards, it is particularly timely to evaluate these grooming policies
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because of the current resurgence in the acceptance of natural hairstyles by African Americans.\footnote{See \textit{Mintel}, supra note 35.}

To reduce Title VII actions altogether, employers should focus on changing these facially neutral policies from their inception. These changes should be informed by diverse opinions and establish a concrete objective standard for company grooming. Because there are few African Americans in decision-making roles, as a short-term solution, companies should hire diversity consultants to help redesign the grooming policies. However, to completely alleviate this issue, companies should concentrate on diversity initiatives: hiring and promoting diverse candidates to roles where they make decisions like those on hair grooming policies. With a diverse group writing the policies, a company can better design a policy that is less discriminatory and fairer to diverse employees.

The long-term solution also has the added benefit of diversifying the workplace and ensuring that many white employees who normally do not have the opportunity to engage with African Americans have the opportunity to question any stereotypical views they may hold. Engaging with their diverse fellow employees may reduce white employees’ reliance on negative stereotypes of African Americans and make managers less likely to fall back on implicit bias against African Americans in the workplace when interpreting the company grooming policy.